Suppose /Gi r (i2), rati, R a cube in E n . Then one knows from Sobolev's theorems [5] that the potential
1. The principal result. Let/be a non-negative function summable over P, a cube in E n . For 5 any measurable set in E n we indicate its (Lebesgue) measure by meas 5. Set 2) #(meas.E(tf)) 1+x ^ sup I f{Q) dQ, x > a, Je where the supremum is taken over all parallel subcubes CQR with volume meas E(x). Denote by X the infimum of the set of numbers X for which (1.2) holds.
If one considers the inequality (1.2) for some fixed x, then it can be interpreted as a condition on the dispersion of the set of points where the function assumes large values (exceeding x). It is for this reason that we refer to the foregoing as a condition on the oscillations of a function (and, similarly, for the alternate conditions presented later in this section).
REMARK. PROOF. It follows simply using Holder's inequality that
Now the left side in (1) dominates the quantity
From (1), (2) and the fact that (dia C) n = # n/2 (meas £) we find that
Set X = X+e where €>0 is any number satisfying the inequality X+e^ -l+r" 1 -5"" 1 . Then on combining (1.2) and (1.3), for sufficiently large x, it follows that
The desired conclusion results from (3), the boundedness of meas E(x), and the fact that
We shall present now two other conditions that can be used instead of Condition I. The three conditions are ordered according to increasing relative strengths.
CONDITION II. Let ƒ*= ƒ*(£), 0</<measi?, be a decreasing function equi-measurable with ƒ. Set log (sup ƒ f(P)dP / ƒ ƒ»(/)#) 
meas E(x)) where sup meas (E(x)C\C) is taken over all parallel subcubes CQR with volume meas E(x).
REMARK. The theorem then holds with fx or v in place of X. We observe further that a more local type theory could be developed based on local conditions similar to the above. For example, consider Condition II: For P fixed in R formulate (1.4) for a cube with center P and contained in i?. Then shrink the cube down to P. We apply this definition in a slightly modified form. Here 5 is P, a cube in E n . We take cubes C=C(P, p) of diameter p centered at points P of P instead of balls. Then we replace relation (2.1) by the equivalent relation
where 0 ^/3 eg"" 1 . We denote the corresponding class now by L (s,/3) (P).
THEOREM B. Let ƒ be a non-negative function in L (q^( R). If X<j8 then f£Lv(R) where p < (q~l
The proof parallels that of Theorem A. Instead of relation (1.3) we deduce in this case using Holder's inequality and (2.2) that
The proof is completed then just as in the proof of Theorem A. Now consider again the proof of Theorem A. We deduce from (3.2), using relation (3) in the proof, that/E2)?(Û:--X -S"" 1 ). Then on applying the Lemma it follows that /£Af(a -X -s* 1 ). The desired conclusion is derived finally from the inclusion relation M (y) C£ (1~7,)~ » 7'<7-
